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N
oble metal nanoparticle (NP) aggre-
gates have long been recognized
for their unique plasmonic proper-

ties, particularly their capability to couple to
each other through near- and far-field inter-
actions, giving rise to a variety of interesting
optical phenomena, such as strongly con-
fined and enhanced electromagnetic fields
generated between theNPs, and to tune the
plasmon resonance frequencies just by
changing geometrical parameters, such as
nanoparticle size,1 shape,1,2 crystal face,3

surface roughness,4 and particle�particle
spacing.5�10 These features allow us the
possibility of making highly tunable SERS
substrates, which is one of the most intense
research areas of plasmonics. The synthesis
and fabrication of SERS substrates have
evolved from electrochemically roughened
metal surfaces to random nanoparticle
aggregates and finally to rationally de-
signed nanostructures. Nowadays, our cur-
rent ability to control the interparticle
spacing and therefore to control the mag-
nitude of the enhanced field in the gap is
the subject of great interest and has led to
many applications such as SERS, where the
detection limit of a single molecule has
been achieved.11�19 Even top-down litho-
graphic methods enable the fabrication of
NPs on substrates with controlled geometry
(NP morphology and interparticle spacing);
they have the disadvantage that the mini-
mum gap is limited by the electron beam
wavelength (roughly tens of nanometers)
and their fabrication is very expensive.
On the other hand, bottom-up approaches

for constructing multidimensional nano-
scale architectures have been successfully
demonstrated using electrostatic interaction
and hydrophobic interactions, in situ miner-
alization, covalent bonding, protein�protein

interaction, and DNA hybridization.20 Parti-
cularly, biomolecules show a great potential

for functionalizing nanomaterials and con-

structing nanoscale architectures, due to

their unique properties such as specificity,

versatility, andmultivalent nature. Addition-

ally, they have the advantage that the dis-

tance and strength of the interaction
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ABSTRACT

In this work, we report a simple strategy to obtain ultrasensitive SERS nanostructures by self-

assembly and bioconjugation of Au nanospheres (NSs). Homodimer aggregates with an

interparticle gap of around 8 nm are generated in aqueous dispersions by the highly specific

molecular recognition of biotinylated Au NSs to streptavidin (STV), while random Au NS

aggregates with a gap of 5 nm are formed in the absence of STV due to hydrogen bonding

among biotinylated NSs. Both types of aggregates depict SERS analytical enhancement factors

(AEF) of around 107 and the capability to detect biotin concentrations lower than 1� 10�12

M. Quite interesting, the AEF for an external analyte, Rhodamine 6G (RH6G), using the dimer

aggregates is 1 order of magnitude greater (105) than using random aggregates (around 104).

The dependence on the wavelength and the differences of the AEF for Au random aggregates

and dimers are rationalized with rigorous electrodynamic simulations. The dimers obtained

afford a new type of an in situ self-calibrated and reliable SERS substrate where biotinylated

molecules can selectively be “trapped” by STV and located in the nanogap enhanced plasmonic

field. Using this concept, powerful molecular-recognition-based SERS assays can be carried out.

The capability of the dimeric structures for analytical applications is demonstrated using SPR

spectroscopy to detect biotinylated immunoglobulin G at very low concentrations.
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between the nanocomponents in the resulting nano-
structures can be precisely controlled using biomole-
cule-directed strategies, which results in controlled
nanogap SERS structures that would eventually allow
single-molecule detection.17 The most exciting feature
of using these kinds of nanostructures in the emerging
areas of biotechnology is the possibility to detect
events and processes in biological systems with un-
precedented levels of sensitivity and localization.21�23

The usefulness of SERS for the detection of small
molecules, nucleic acids, proteins, and cells, through
direct enhancement of the Raman scattering of the
analytemolecule or by indirectly detecting SERS-active
nanoparticle tags bound to the analyte through spe-
cific affinity labels, is very well-known.24�30

Although many interesting SERS (bio)nanostruc-
tures have been reported, there still remains the great
challenge of creating them in a facile, reproducible,
and scalable manner in sufficient yield with near-
optimal SERS activity. As already mentioned above,
one of the most critical issues for achieving reprodu-
cible hot spots is to control the interparticle gap within
a precision of a few nanometers. However, even with
the importance this parameter plays in SERS measure-
ments, there are only a few reports that aim to fabricate
SERS aggregates with controlled gaps in solution,17,31

with most being generated by electrostatic interaction
with uncontrolled geometry of NP aggregation.32,33

The optimum SERS performance would be achieved
if we are able not only to control the interparticle
gap but also to place the analyte molecules precisely
within these junctions of ultrahigh field enhancement.
Biomolecules fulfill both requirements as they have
the property of being specific linkers and also

biorecognition agents able to preferentially place the
target molecules within the hot spot. In this respect,
some proteins are an excellent choice to generate
SERS-active substrates since they are stable in aqueous
solutions, can be readily manipulated and func-
tionalized, and can also serve as linkers to construct
nanoscale architectures with precise controlled gaps
between NPs. The most popular biomolecular pairs
using proteins for highly specific biomolecular recogni-
tion include the streptavidin�biotin,34�40 antibody�
antigen,41�44 carbohydrate�selectin,45 and peptide-
based cross-linking.46,47 To date, there are a wide variety
of studies that have used the properties of the strepta-
vidin (STV)�biotin interacting with NPs. For instance, it
has been used to generate NP assemblies34�40 and solid
SERS substrates48 andalso to study theactivityofproteins
interacting with NPs.49 Nevertheless, only a few of them
tackle the problem of unveiling the optical properties of
the assemblies generated, and to the best of our knowl-
edge, there are no reports that exploit the special proper-
ties of these system to develop and rationalize the SERS
behavior of thus nanostructures with controlled inter-
particle gaps in solution.
In this work, we report a simple synthetic strategy to

obtain SERS structures by self-assembly of Au (NSs) in
which the SERS-active region (i.e., the gap between the
nanoparticles) consists of metal�molecule�protein�
molecule�metal junctions. In this gap, the biotin
molecule acts as the SERS reporter and it is localized
in the region of maximum enhancement of the hot
spot. Two different types of SERS aggregates were
generated using a stoichiometric control over the
number of biotin molecules on the NSs surface and

Scheme 1. Synthetic scheme showing the different nanogap engineering for the generation of nanosphere aggregates and
dimers using biotin functionalization and bioconjugation through a biotin�Streptavidin system.47 (A) Directional assembly
of asymmetrically functionalized Au NSs into random structures with an interparticle gap around 5 nm, using molar ratios of
1:1 biotin/NSs. (B) Directional assembly of functionalized Au NSs by bioconjugation with streptavidin, leading to dimeric
structures with an interparticle gap of 8 nm. The preferential formation of dimers depends on themolar ratios chosen (0.5:1:1
STV/biotin/NSs).
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taking into account the fact that each STV protein can
interact with a maximum of four biotin molecules.
On the one hand, we have produced NS dimers (one

of the most efficient and widely used configurations in
studies involving surface-enhanced phenomena, pro-
ducing intense electromagnetic fields in the interstices
of a reasonably simple structure) using the high spe-
cific biomolecular recognition and the strong interac-
tions of the STV�biotin system, and on the other hand,
we have also fabricated random aggregates, for com-
parative purposes, through the H-bond interactions
between biotin molecules adsorbed onto the NSs.
The central improvement here over previous reports,
where such structures had been produced either
purposely or inadvertently, is the development and
design of an optimized nanoparticle linking protocol in
which the SERS signal itself is used as the optimization
parameter leading to a SERS substrate in aqueous
phase of unprecedented intensity and reproducibility.
The result is a quasi-isolatable, surface-functionalized
material with uniform Raman response characteristics
toward molecules that has been inherently positioned
in the junction of the Au NSs.
In every case, in this work, two different approaches

were used to generate the SERS substrates. The first
one involves the biotinylation of Au NSs by the addi-
tion of “activated” biotin (molar ratio 1:1 biotin/NSs),
which gets chemisorbed onto the surface of the NSs;
the activation of biotin was performed by a thiol
exchange reaction with mercaptoundecanoic acid
(MUA), with a 1:10 biotin/MUA ratio. In this first proce-
dure, it is apparent (see below) that, on average, there
was onebiotin per nanoparticle ([biotin] = 2.20� 10�12

M), and that the interaction of the biotinylated NSs

leads to the formation of random aggregates through
H-bonds between biotins, with an interparticle gap of
around 5 nm (Scheme 1A). The second approach used
was to add simultaneously biotin and STV, with an
average concentration of one biotin molecule per NS
and one STV molecule every two NSs. In this case, as
illustrated in Scheme 1B (further corroborated by TEM
images, dynamic light scattering (DLS), UV�vis spec-
troscopy, and electrodynamics modeling), the forma-
tion of dimers is induced by linking biotinylated NSs
mediated by the STV molecule. In this case, the forma-
tion of NS dimers with a gap of around 8 nm is
generated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Far-Field Optical and Morphological Characterization of the
Substrates. Although we have performed experiments
using Au NSs of different diameters, only the morpho-
logical and optical characterization corresponding to
90 nm diameter Au NSs will be presented here. The
SERS substrates formed with 36 nm diameter Au NSs
and their morphological and optical characterization
are given in the Supporting Information.

Let us first discuss the far-field optical behavior
obtained after biotinylation of Au NSs. The spectral
changes at different times after the addition of biotin
(final concentration of 2.20 � 10�12 M) are shown in
Figure 1A. The main feature to be noticed is the
appearance of a second band at longer wavelengths
which gradually red shifts and broadness as time
elapses. This optical behavior is indicative of NP ag-
gregation, as it was further confirmed by TEM analysis
and by DLS experiments after 3 h of reaction time. The
DLS results indicate that Au NS aggregates are formed

Figure 1. Optical and morphological characterization of random aggregates generated with 90 nm diameter Au NSs. (A)
Extinction spectral evolutionof theNS aggregation. The arrowat shorterwavelengths indicates the decrease of the extinction
at the monomer resonant band, and the arrow at longer wavelengths denotes the red shift of the aggregate's collective
resonance mode. (B) Representative TEM image of the tight compact random aggregates generated. (C) DLS scattering
intensity as a function of the particle diameter (at 3 h of biotin addition). The vertical green line indicates the average size of
the aggregate.
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with an average size of 996 nm (see DLS histogram in
Figure 1C), while the TEM images show that these
aggregates seem to be tight compact clusters, formed
during a random agglomeration process (Figure 1B).
The band in the extinction spectrum which suffers the
most significant red shift at longer wavelengths will be
denoted hereafter as “collective mode of the aggre-
gate” as it is the one whose red shift clearly denotes NP
aggregation.

The results obtained by the simultaneous addition
of biotin and STV, to reach a final concentration of
2.44� 10�12 and1.10� 10�12M, respectively, are signifi-
cantly different. The spectral evolution in the early
stages of reaction does not depict the presence of a
secondary band, just only a minor increase in the
extinction red-shifted and broadening with respect
to the plasmon resonance band of isolated Au NSs
that could be assigned to a minor agglomeration
process (Figure 2A). Considering the simulated spec-
trum of a 90 nm Au NS dimer with a gap between
particles of 8 nm and the simulated spectrum of a
90 nm Au NS monomer (both spectra simulated using
GMM theory), the experimental spectrum could be
interpreted as the superpositionof both (see Figure 2B).
Details of how to calculate the far-field as well as the
near-field properties of NS aggregates can be found
elsewhere.50�52 This good correlation between theory

and experiments was a first indication of the formation
of NS dimers. A more conclusive evidence of dimer
formation was obtained by the TEM and DLS morpho-
logical characterization (Figure 2C,D). DLS measure-
ments indicate that controlled aggregates (dimers) of
Au NSs are formed with an average size of 315 nm (see
DLS histogram), while the TEM images reveal that the
nanostructures obtained were mostly spheroidal Au
dimers (45%) together with somemonomers. It should
be noticed that the intensities of DLS signals shown in
Figure 2C are in signal intensity units; therefore, they
are proportional to the scattering efficiency of the
clusters. As the scattering cross section scales in
the quasistatic limit with the sixth power of size,
larger clusters will have very high scattering inten-
sities even if their concentration is very low com-
pared with that of the smaller clusters (i.e., a cluster
being 10 times greater in size will have a million
times greater scattering cross section).53 Taking into
account the above points and considering the rela-
tive scattering intensities of the larger cluster in the
tail of the DLS histogram of Figure 2C, it can be
concluded that the presence of large clusters is
negligible compared to small nanostructures as
monomers and dimers. This analysis explains also
the fact that in the TEM images analyzed we did not
observed any cluster of larger size.

Figure 2. Optical and morphological characterization of dimers generated with 90 nm diameter Au NSs. (A) Extinction
spectral evolution of the NS aggregation. The arrow at shorter wavelengths indicates the decrease of the extinction at the
monomer resonant band, and the arrow at longer wavelengths denotes the presence of a minor aggregate collective
resonancemode. (B) Correlation of the experimental spectrum (3 h) and the simulated spectra using GMM for a 90 nm Au NS
dimer using a gap between particles of 8 nm (averaged over 8 different orientations), together with the spectrum of an
isolated 90 nm Au NS. The solid black line is the result of considering the calculated spectrum of both the monomer and the
dimer. (C) DLS scattering intensity as a function of the particle diameter (at 3 h of biotin and STV addition). The vertical green
line indicates the average size of the dimer. (D) Representative TEM image of the dimers generated.
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Although it should bemore appropriate to use near
spheroidal shapes, the approach to consider spherical
NPs to model the far- and near-field optical properties
was remarkably good as it was able to describe the
main optical features observed in the experiments, as
mentioned above. Even the gap between NPs (8 nm)
cannot be confirmed by TEM analysis, a free space
between the particles cannot be totally ruled out. As
the NSs are in fact faceted, it is quite possible that there
is a slight overlap of their TEM images projected on
the substrate plane,54 making it impossible to deter-
mine the interparticle distance. In addition, it should be
noticed that the distances under vacuum should
be shorter than that of particles in solution.55 Further
evidence that the gap produced between NS dimers is
indeed around 8 nm was also tested by producing
dimers of 36 nm diameter Au NSs. As shown in the
Supporting Information, the extinction spectra of these
structures (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information)
are in agreementwith electrodynamics simulation only
if the same interparticle gap (8 nm) is assumed.

The generation of dimeric nanostructures is mainly
controlled by the stoichiometric ratio between biotin
and streptavidin. The great affinity of these two mol-
ecules is reflected by the high value of the association
constant of the streptavidin�biotin pair, which is in the
range between 3.0 � 106 and 4.5 � 107 M�1 s�1.56

Therefore, the reaction between streptavidin and bio-
tin may occur orders of magnitudes faster than NP
functionalization and dimerization, and as a conse-
quence, the stoichiometry of these two reactants is
what actually controls the formation of dimers or small
clusters.

On the other hand, in the absence of the protein,
the functionalization and aggregation process occur
without the kinetic control of the streptavidin�biotin
reaction. In this case, the stoichiometric ratio between
biotin and NPs does not ensure the formation of

dimers probably because the functionalization process
as well as the formation of hydrogen bonding com-
petes at similar rates, and the mixing of the reactants
(NPs and biotin) does not exert any control on the
amount of biotin molecules per nanoparticles. This
feature gives rise to any control on the directionality
of dimer formation and therefore to the generation of
clusters of larger size.

Near-Field Optical Characterization and Sensing Performance
of the Aggregates. As discussed above, both biotin and
biotin�STV systems induce aggregation with a con-
trolled separation between two or more Au NSs. It is
well-known that the molecules in such nanogaps
should experience an intense enhancement of the
electromagnetic field, which is confined within the
gap (hot spot), and is responsible for the SERS effect.
Since biotin is Raman-active46 and is located at both
sides of the gap, where the hot spots have the max-
imum values of enhancement (see near-field calcula-
tions below), the NS system is a good candidate for a
self-calibrated SERS substrate. This is so because the
intensity of the SERS signals from biotin can be used to
determine the magnitude of the maximum SERS in-
tensity of a dimer. For 36 nm diameter Au NS random
aggregates and dimers, no SERS signal was detected
from biotin using a 2.44 pM concentration due to the
small field enhancement within the gap at the irradia-
tion wavelengths (514 and 633 nm) used in the experi-
ments (see Figure S4 of the Supporting Information).
These results are in contrast with the SERS enhance-
ment obtained using 90 nm diameter Au spheres
where significantly higher enhancement values are
induced according to our GMM simulation. For the
90 nm Au NS dimers characterized previously, the
longitudinal mode is at 635 nm and the aggregates'
collective resonant mode is in the range of
650�850 nm, which was suitable for resonant excita-
tion by 633 nm light (note that the spectral positions of

Figure 3. Near-field optical characterization of 90 nm Au NS dimers. (A) Comparison between experimental extinction and
calculated extinction and enhancement spectrum at different wavelengths for a 90 nm diameter Au NS dimer with a gap
between particles of 8 nm. Vertical lines indicate the excitation wavelengths used to obtain the SERS spectra (right panel).
(B) SERS spectra obtained by irradiation at 514 and 633 nm, and near-field GMM calculations of the enhanced field at the two
different wavelengths chosen for the acquisition of the SERS spectra; the color scale bar corresponds to the square power of
the enhanced electric field.
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the aggregates change in time but the longitudinal
mode of the dimer does not). Figure 3 compares the
huge enhancement in the SERS spectrum for the dimer
of 90 nm Au NSs irradiating in resonance at 633 nm,
with the small enhancements obtained at 514 nm. It is
worthwhile to appreciate that the signal that could be
assigned only to the STV molecule is a shoulder at
1646�1675 cm�1 (R�N�C(O)�R amide stretching),
which is absent in the SERS spectrum of biotin (see
Figure 4B, red line). The other vibrational modes of the
protein are almost at the same wavenumbers than the
ones corresponding to biotin, but as the protein is in a
region of smaller field enhancement, these modes are
by far of lower intensity. In order to explain this
behavior, we performed near-field calculations for
these dimers at the two different wavelengths, con-
sidering the polarization of the electric field along the
dimer axis. Figure 3B clearly shows that the maximum
enhancement, Γ(ω) = (|E/E0|(ω))

2, is achieved at
633 nm, which corresponds to the longitudinal dipolar
mode of dimers. Excitation of the transversal mode at
514 nm generates a negligible field enhancement.
These near-field calculations agree quite well with
the experimental results and reveal that the maximum
enhancement is localized in the gap near the NS
surface.

Comparing the simulation of the dimer extinction
spectrum with the enhancement calculation at each
wavelength reveals that there is a considerable red

shift of the enhancementwith respect to themaximum
of the extinction spectra (see Figure 3A, pink and violet
lines). Although the enhancement is very low at 514 nm,
the extinction is significant at this wavelength. This red
shift of the near-field optical properties with respect
of the far-field optical properties can be explained
considering that the imaginary part of the dielectric
constant of Au has a greater value at this shorter
wavelength (514 nm) than at 633 nm and, therefore, a
major damping. As a consequence, the quality factor
should be lower and the enhancement very small.57

In Figure 4A, we compare the SERS spectra obtained
for random and dimer colloidal solutions for excitation
at 633 nm. At first glance, as the interparticle distance
in the aggregates is shorter (5 nm) than in the dimers
(8 nm), a strong coupling of plasmons should induce a
greater enhancement. Nevertheless, the SERS signals
for the randomaggregates are only slightly higher. This
observation can be rationalized theoretically by per-
forming near-field calculations of the electric field
enhancement using GMM theory considering that,
for the random aggregates, the most significant con-
tribution comes from dimers with 5 nm interparticle
gaps. Although the calculated enhancement Γ(ω)2 at
633 nm (Figure 4B) is almost 10 times greater for
random aggregates than dimers, the experimental
spectra depict a less significant difference. As should
be discussed later, these lower values can be explained
by a collective effect that should be explained below.

Figure 4. Near-field optical characterization of 90 nm Au NS substrates: random aggregates and dimers. (A) SERS spectra for
colloidal solutions of the random aggregates and dimers, and the Raman spectrum of a picomolar solution of biotin. The two
wavelengths of the Stokes signals for biotin (696 and 669 nm) are indicated by the vertical lines. (B) Near-field GMM
calculations of the enhanced field for the substrates at the incident wavelength (633 nm), and the calculations at the
wavelengths of the Stokes signals for biotin chosen, necessary for the calculation of theoretical enhancements (see text).
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Besides the plasmonic properties of the dimers and
the aggregates that arise from bioconjugation, which
allow us to detect picomolar solutions of biotin, their
optical properties can also be harnessed for sensing
applications. As a probe of concept, we have used an
external molecular probe such as the Rhodamine 6G
(RH6G) dye to compare the SERS performance of Au NS
random aggregates and dimers. Figure 5A shows the
SERS spectra for colloidal solutions of 90 nm Au NS
aggregates containing 10�7 M RH6G. As expected,
there is a significant enhancement in the signals for
the dye in the presence of the aggregates. In particular,
the highest SERS intensity of RH6G is achieved for the
dimeric substrates. This feature could be due to a pre-
ferential interaction of this cationic dye with the protein
(STV), and therefore, the dye has a greater probability of
experiencing an enhanced field in the hot spot region.
Figure 5B shows the near-field calculations at two differ-
ent Stokes wavelengths of the dye, used for estimating
the theoretical enhancement (see below). The fact that
the highest intensities of RH6G are achievedwith dimeric
aggregates than with random aggregates constitutes
further evidence that there is a preferential interaction
of RH6G with the protein (STV) which generates prefer-
ential localization in the regions of high enhancement.

Now, we will give a quantitative assessment of our
results by comparing the experimental and the theo-
retical enhancement values.

The SERS enhancement factor, for many applica-
tions, is related to the simple question of how much
stronger is the SERS signal produced by an analyte at a
given normal mode compared to the normal Raman
signal of this mode in a given experimental condition.
For analytical chemistry applications, especially those
involving substrates in solution, it is suitable to use the
so-called analytic enhancement factor (AEF), which is
defined as the ratio of the intensity of the SERS signal
(ISERS) of a given mode and the intensity of the Raman

signal (ISR) of the same mode for a given analyte, both
normalizedwith the respective analyte concentration (C):58

AEF ¼ ISERS=CSERS
ISR=CSR

(1)

This is valid as long as the experimental conditions for

measuring the Raman spectrum and SERS spectrum are

the same (wavelength and power of the laser, microscope

objective or lens, spectrometer, etc.).
From the theoretical point of view, the main me-

chanism that produces the SERS effect is the electro-
magnetic one. Therefore, the enhancements of the
SERS signals are proportional to the so-called “electro-
magnetic field enhancement factor”, EFEF, given by

EFEF ¼ Æ(jΓj(ω))(jΓj(ω0))æ (2)

Æ jΓj(ω)æ ¼
����� EE0

�����(ω)
0
@

1
A* +2

(3)

ÆjΓj(ω0)æ ¼
����� EE0

�����(ω0)

0
@

1
A* +2

(4)

where |Γ|(ω) is the square of the enhanced electric field
generated at the frequency of the incident radiation
(ω) and |Γ|(ω0) is the square of the enhanced electric
field generated at a particular Stokes frequency (ω0).59

Using these definitions, the EFEF calculated accord-
ing to eq 2 will be compared with the AEF given by
eq 1 for Au aggregates and dimers. The comparison
was performed for the Stokes signals of biotin at
λ = 696 and 669 nm (highlighted by the vertical lines
in Figure 3C) and for RH6G at λ = 706 and 658 nm
(highlighted by the vertical lines in Figure 4A). The
EFEF was calculated for the maximum enhance-
ment obtained in the near-field calculations of the

Figure 5. Optical response of Rhodamine 6G in the presence of SERS substrates of 90 nm Au NSs. (A) SERS spectra of the
colloidal solution of the random aggregates and the dimers containing Rhodamine 6G, and a solution of 1 � 10�7 M
Rhodamine. Also shown are the two wavelengths of the Stokes signals for Rhodamine (706 and 658 nm). (B) Near-field GMM
calculations at the wavelengths of the Stokes signals for biotin chosen, necessary for the calculation of theoretical
enhancements irradiating at 633 nm (see text).
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aggregates at the incident frequency,multiplied by the
maximum enhancement calculated at a Stokes fre-
quency for every cluster geometry.

The results for the different 90 nm Au NS aggre-
gates are shown in Table 1. There is an excellent
correlation between the AEF and the EFEF (�107),
considering the biotin signals in all substrates
(random aggregates and dimers), for the two Stokes
modes (696 and 669 nm). These values are on the order
of the biggest AEF for self-calibrated SERS substrates in
solution.34 There are two features to be mentioned.
First, a comparison of the theoretical maximum en-
hancement of the random aggregates with that of the
dimers for the same Stokes band reveals that the AEF
should be a factor of 10 greater for random aggregates
than for dimers. However, the experimental AEF is a
factor of 2 or 4 greater for random aggregates. This
result could be explained considering that, in the
calculations for the aggregates, we have considered
dimers with a smaller interparticle distance (5 nm),
which indeed should produce a greater enhancement.
This calculation, however, constitutes an upper bound
to the “real enhancement” experienced by the aggre-
gates since not all of the gapswithin the particles in the
aggregates would contribute to the SERS enhance-
ments. In fact, it is reasonable to think that the gaps of
the aggregates located in the “core” will be “sha-
dowed” by the NPs in the external sides of the aggre-
gates. Therefore, there should be a lower effective
number of hot spots in the random aggregates than
in dimers, for the same NP concentration. A simulation
of the near-field enhancement produced in a 90 nmAu
NS cluster (given in the Supporting Information, Figure S5)
demonstrates that this is indeed the explanation since
there is clear evidence of the anisotropy of the field
distribution within the aggregate, with the field in the
inner side of the aggregate being weaker than that
produced in the outer shell of the aggregate. Another
important issue to discuss is the difference in the AEF

for the two Stokes frequencies (ω0). For Au NS random
or dimers, the AEF is greater for the lowest ω0 (highest
wavelength). This result is explained considering that
the EFEF for each wavelength is red-shifted with
respect to the extinction spectra, being stronger for
the lowest wavelengths (see Figure 3A, violet line). For
RH6G as the external analyte, there are significant
differences between the maximum of the EFEF and
the experimental AEF (2 orders of magnitude). This fact
could be rationalized considering that RH6G could be
located in nonspecific sites and therefore should ex-
perience a lower mean field than biotin, which is
mainly in the region of maximum enhanced field
between the NSs. Nevertheless, the AEF achieved in
this case (105) is within themagnitude of that obtained
for external analytes in colloidal dispersion having
more complex synthetic and/or irreproducible
performance.58,60

Surface Plasmon Sensing Using Dimeric Bioconjugated Au
NSs. The experiments shown above demonstrate the
potential of these aggregates as useful SERS devices for
analytical assays. Moreover, the presence of two vacant
sites for interaction with biotin in the dimers has the
potential of using these aggregates for biomolecular
detection. In this section, we will test the performance
of these dimeric structures to sense biotinylated im-
munoglobulin G (IgG) using localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR) spectroscopy. For this purpose, we
have followed the change of the extinction spectra of
these mostly dimeric structures after the addition of
picomolar concentrations of biotinylated IgG using
dimer/IgG concentration ratios of 1:0.5, 1:1, and 1:2
(with the IgG concentration being 0.61� 10�12, 1.22�
10�12, and 2.44� 10�12M, respectively). As depicted in
Figure 6, there is clear evidence of agglomeration by
the appearance of a plasmon band at longer wave-
lengths after only 10 min of the addition of IgG. This
agglomeration can be explained considering that the
IgG molecules used have multiple biotinylated sites,

TABLE 1. Experimental andTheoretical Enhancement Factors in 90nmAuNSSERSSubstrates inAqueous Solution for the

Detection of Biotin and Rhodamine 6Ga

composition c/ω (nm) analyte Canalyte (M) Raman (counts) ν (cm�1) AEF c/ω0 (nm) |Γ|2max

biotin 633 biotin 9.25 � 10�6 42 1439
biotin þ NSs 633 biotin 2.44 � 10�12 292 1440 2.64 � 107 696 2.45 � 107

biotin þ NSs þ STV 633 biotin 2.44 � 10�12 169 1440 1.53 � 107 696 4.94 � 106

biotin 633 biotin 9.25 � 10�6 38 868
biotin þ NSs 633 biotin 2.44 � 10�12 110 863 1.11 � 107 669 2.10 � 107

biotin þ NSs þ STV 633 biotin 2.44 � 10�12 64 863 6.38 � 106 669 3.82 � 106

RH6G 633 RH6G 1 � 10�3 713 1652
RH6G þ biotin þ NSs 633 RH6G 1 � 10�7 2178 1647 3.05 � 104 706 2.80 � 107

RH6G þ biotin þ NSs þ STV 633 RH6G 1 � 10�7 17186 1647 2.41 � 105 706 5.38 � 106

RH6G 633 RH6G 1 � 10�3 1249 613
RH6G þ biotin þ NSs 633 RH6G 1 � 10�7 1537 621 1.23 � 104 658 2.10 � 107

RH6G þ biotin þ NSs þ STV 633 RH6G 1 � 10�7 12151 621 9.73 � 104 658 3.29 � 106

a RH6G = Rhodamine 6G; AEF = analytic enhancement factor; |Γ|2max = theoretical enhancement considering the square power of the enhanced field at the incident frequency
(ω) multiplied by the square power of the enhanced field at a Stokes frequency (ω0).
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able to bioconjugate with the non-occupied biotin
receptor sites of the streptavidin (acting as the bridge
in the dimeric structures). As a test that this is indeed
the case, we have carried out experiments adding a
micromolar concentration of IgG to a Au NP colloidal
solution, and we did not observed any spectral change
(only a minor depletion of the extinction maximum
after half an hour).

A plot of the area of the longer wavelength band of
the extinction spectra, that is, between 760 (isosbestic
point) and 1100 nm, versus time gives a linear relation-
ship with a slope that depends on the initial IgG
concentration (Figure 6D). It is evident that the wide
range of biotinylated biomolecules available for detec-
tion opens up the exciting possibility of solution-based
selective self-calibrated SERS biosensors (biotin signals
of the aggregates allow one to check the reproducibility)
and opens opportunities in the synthesis of specific
nanostructures for materials science and biodetection
applications. Moreover, the synthetic strategy presented
can be scalable in order to generate SERS-active sub-
strates and nanoprobes with a very precise control
over the gap in the nanometer scale and with high
reproducibility.

CONCLUSIONS

Self-calibrated SERS dimeric Au nanostructures have
been successfully prepared by bioconjugation using
streptavidin and biotin molecules, locating these mol-
ecules within the gap of 90 nm diameter Au NSs with
strict stoichiometric control. We have shown that
strong and reproducible SERS signals, with enhance-
ments factors around 107, can be obtained for these
dimeric substrates for the biotin molecule acting as a
SERS reporter, whichmeans that whenever a dimer has
been synthesized, a rough determination of the SERS
enhancement allows us to estimate the maximum
enhancement that can be achieved (i.e., they are self-
calibrated substrates).
The SERS performance of these bioconjugated di-

mers has been compared with random aggregates,
demonstrating that both types of aggregates have
almost the same AEF, being only slighter higher for
the random aggregates. However, even it should be
expected that both types of substrates generate high
enhancements in the SERS signals for the local repor-
ter; the first type has the advantage of being more
“stable” and to have specific structural geometry. The

Figure 6. Immunoglobulin (IgG) detection through SPR shifts in Au dimer agglomeration. (A) Extinction spectral evolution for
Au NPs in the presence of an excess of biotinylated IgG. (B) Extinction spectral evolution for Au dimers in the presence of
biotinylated IgG (dimer/IgG 1:1). (C) Extinction spectral evolution for Au dimers in the presence of biotinylated IgG (dimer/IgG
1:2). The arrows at shorter wavelengths indicate the decrease of the extinction at themonomer resonant band, and the arrow
at longer wavelengths denotes the red shift of the aggregates' collective resonancemode. (D) Monitoring the increase of the
collective resonance mode area as a function of time for three different concentrations of IgG.
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“stability” is associated with the different plasmon
behavior of both types of substrates; while the long-
itudinal dimer mode remains almost at the same
wavelength, the aggregate mode at longer wave-
length red shifts in time.
The excellent agreement between modeling and

experiments allowed us to explain the near- and far-
field plasmonic behavior of these aggregates. The
good correlation between the simulated and the ex-
perimental extinction spectra for dimers of Au NSs of
different size indicates that the interparticle distances
proposed should be correct. Moreover, the simulation
of the near-field response of these dimeric aggregates
allows us to explain the differences in the AEF for each
Stokes frequency, in terms of plasmon damping effects
that give a red shift of the extinction spectra with
respect to the variation of the EFEF with wavelength.
Finally, it has been demonstrated that these biocon-

jugated substrates can be further modified by other
biotinylated biomolecules (immunoglobulins, specific
proteins, etc.) having the potential to be used for both
analytical purposes and biolabeling probes with ultra-
high sensitivity. Further work on this line is under
development in our laboratories.

Certainly, the detection sensitivity of the SERS
signals for external analytes (other than those lo-
cated within the gap, i.e., biotin and streptavidin)
will be dependent upon the relative Raman cross
sections of the normal modes of the molecules
inside the hot spot and the corresponding normal
modes of the external molecules to be detected by
SERS. In this respect, we demonstrate that the
detection of an external analyte, such as Rhodamine
6G, could be performed at very low concentrations
(in our experiments around 10�7 M), but actually
this concentration can be even lower as the SERS
signals are at this concentration high enough to be
able to reduce at least 1 or 2 orders of magnitude
this detection limit (i.e., it would be possible to
detect nanomolar concentrations). We did not at-
tempt to detect by SERS an external analyte able to
be specifically linked to the other two sites of
streptavidin; this issue would be the subject of
future work. However, we take advantage of the
changes of the LSPR spectra induced by their ag-
gregation through bioconjugation and demon-
strate that subpicomolar detection of biotinylated
proteins such as IgG is possible.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. The following materials were used as obtained:
HAuCl4 (Carlo Erba); sodium citrate (Mallinckrodt); Rhodamine
6G (Exciton); EZ-Link biotin-HPDP (Pierce); streptavidin
(Invitrogen); anti-mouse IgG biotin (Sigma).

Au Nanosphere Synthesis. The synthesis of gold nanoparticles
was performed using the Turkevich method, which is based
in the reduction properties of boiling citrate solutions. Parti-
cularly, Au NSs of 36 and 90 nm diameter were obtained.
Au nanoparticles were produced by reducing a 50 mL 0.2 mM
chloroauric acid solution (HAuCl4) with the addition of 0.5 mL
of a 0.01 M citrate solution under heat and rapid stir for
30 min; 90 nm diameter particles were obtained using 1:0.5
Au/citrate, and 36 nm diameter particles were obtained using
a 1:1 Au/citrate ratio. The concentration of the Au nanopar-
ticles was estimated to be around 2 pM, using the experi-
mental extinction intensities at the maximum wavelength,
and Mie theory calculations of the extinction cross section
for spherical particles with the corresponding diameter
(determined by TEM). The morphological characterization
of the Au NSs was performed by combining UV�vis spec-
troscopy, TEM, dynamic light scattering (DLS), and electro-
dynamic modeling using Mie theory. These results indicate
that the average diameter of the Au NSs was 90 and 36 nm,
respectively, with a picomolar concentration of 1.32 � 109

NSs/cm3 (2.44 � 10�12 M).
Particle Funcionalization. EZ-Link biotin-HPDP (N-[6-(biotinamido)-

hexyl]-30-(20-pyridyldithio)propionamide) was used for surface
modification of 90 and 36 nm Au NSs. The procedure for
the generation of random aggregates consists of incubation
for 3 h at room temperature of a 30 mL NS solution in the
presence of EZ-Link biotin-HPDP (molar ratio NSs/biotin 1:1).
In the case of the generation of dimeric structures, 30 mL NS
solution was incubated simultaneously with EZ-Link biotin-
HPDP and with streptavidin (STV) (molar ratio NSs/biotin/STV
1:1:0.5) for 3 h at room temperature.

In all cases, biotin was “activated” by previous reaction with
mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA), with a 1:10 biotin/MUA ratio.

Extinction Measurements. The characterization by UV�vis
spectroscopy was carried out scanning in the 200�1100 nm
range. The spectra were measured using a Shimazdu UV-1700
PharmaSpec spectrophotometer with a 1 cmquartz cell at room
temperature.

DLS Measurements. The characterization by dynamic light
scattering (DLS) was performed by recording the intensity of
the scattered light as a function of the particle diameter in
colloidal solutions. The samples were measured using a Delsa
Nano 2.2 spectrometer with a 1 cm quartz cell at room
temperature.

Electron Microscopy. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images were obtained using a JEM-JEOL 1120 EXII under an
accelerating voltage of 80 kV. Sampleswere prepared by adding
one drop (∼50 μL) of the sample colloidal solution onto a holey
carbon/Formvar-coated copper TEM grid (100 mesh).

SERS Measurements. SERS measurements were performed
using a Horiba LabRaman confocal microscope with a 5� (NA =
0.12) objective in the backscattering geometry. The spectra
acquisition timewas 20 swith a 600 linesmm�1 grating, giving a
resolution of 4 cm�1. The excitation wavelengths used were
514 and 633 nm (laser lines from argon and He�Ne,
respectively). All measurements were performed at room
temperature and were calibrated to Si and to H2O bands in
the colloidal solutions.

Computational Methods. The optical response of Au NS ran-
dom aggregates and dimers was computed using the general-
ized multiparticle Mie (GMM) theory. In all near-field
calculations presented in this work, the direction of the incident
wavevector k is perpendicular to the line that connects the
sphere centers (dimer axis), and the dielectric function tabu-
lated by Palik for Au was employed.61 For each dimer analyzed,
the separation parameter between the nanospheres is large
enough so that nonlocal effects on the dielectric constant can
be neglected. For the calculations of the cluster near-field
properties, we used a multipolar order of 14, while for all other
calculations, a multipolar order of 35 was used. For the simula-
tion of the extinction of the dimers in solution, the spectra were
averaged over 8 different orientations.
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